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Abstract:

In the wake of the discovery of numerous large blade workshops at Le Grand-Pressigny site (Indre-et-Loire, France), which initially aroused great interest, the mid-Loire Valley region became central to studies of flint diffusion. Despite the quality of the initial work, the widely shared view now is that the capacity for this concept to continue to provide useful archaeological modelling has diminished. Establishing real and actual correlations between archaeological objects and geological samples remains difficult, making it almost impossible to determine the source of certain materials represented in an archaeological series. In response to this problem, the French collective research project "Réseau de lithothèque en région Centre-Val de Loire" assembled about 30 amateur and professional researchers from various European institutions to work on three strategic missions:

- Mission 1: establish a list of current lithothèques ("rock-libraries" or comparative collections), verify their contents and complete them if necessary;
- Mission 2: link the major types of depositional environments with the properties acquired by flint through its life;
- Mission 3: spread knowledge and information both within the project and to all interested persons.

The project is closely associated with similar French programs already in place in Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes and Aquitaine regions. The ultimate objective is to build a national and international community around a common project, bringing participants together regularly to share knowledge and technical expertise.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Geographical, geological and historiographical background

The mid-Loire Valley region, located in central France, has a surface area of about 39,000 km². It is a vast agricultural region, with a relatively sparse population, divided into six departments: Eure-et-Loir, Loir-et-Cher, Cher, Indre and Indre-et-Loire. In this paper we focus on the southernmost departments where we began our work. This region is a succession of hills and low plateaus extending northwards from the mountainous margin of the Massif Central. Four major rivers, which attracted prehistoric settlement, drain this area: the Loire, which crosses it from east to west and three of its left bank tributaries: the Cher to the east, the Indre at the center and the Creuse to the west (Figure 1).
Figure 1. On the left: topographical map of the Centre-Val de Loire région; on the right: geological map of the Centre-Val de Loire region. Black dot (1) represent the Grand-Pressigny.
Geologically, the mid Loire Valley belongs to the south-west of the Paris Basin where four main geological formations are recognized (Figure 1):

1. Tertiary formations covering much of the central and north-eastern part of the region, consisting mainly of lacustrine limestone in Beauce and sand and clays in Sologne. Scattered residual lacustrine and palustrine limestones rest on the Jurassic formations further to the south-west;

2. Cretaceous chalks and clays containing flint (the remains of chalk weathering), occur in the west and the central portion of the region bordering Sologne and Beauce;

3. Jurassic limestones of the Berry outcrop in the south of the region where Middle and Early Jurassic units form the foothills of the Massif Central; and

4. Crystalline basement rocks of the Massif Central outcrop on the southern edge.

Most of this landscape, except for the Sologne and the northern margin of the Massif Central, is host to numerous silicified rocks of chemical, biochemical or diagenetic origin (abbreviated SRO in the rest of the text) of various types including flint, chert, silcrete and jasperoid, all of which have been exploited by prehistoric humans. Although primary outcrops are rare, in-situ and reworked clays containing flints are widespread at the top of the Cretaceous chalk and these valuable resources were exploited extensively (Figure 2).

The first references to flint sourced from the southern Paris Basin archaeological series and dispersed over several hundred kilometers date back to the nineteenth century (Pomerol 1888) with special attention given to flints from Berry and Touraine. Mostly, the focus centered on the Grand-Pressigny Upper Turonian formation (e.g., Chabas 1874; Charbonnier 1962; Cordier 1956; Gardez 1933; Giot et al. 1986; Giraud 1955; Hue 1910; Masson 1981, 1986; Munck 1928; Saint-Venant 1891; 1910; Valensi 1957) and the widespread diffusion of Upper Turonian flints in the Neolithic (e.g., Delcourt-Vlaeminck 1998; Mallet 1992; 2001) and Palaeolithic periods (e.g., Aubry 1991; Aubry & Walter 2003; Delvigne et al. 2017; Fontana 2005; Fontana et al. 2018; Kildéa 2008; Klaric et al. 2011.; Primault 2003a; 2003b; Surmely 2000; Surmely & Pasty 2003). Less well-known, Lower Turonian flints from Berry have also attracted archaeologist’s attention (e.g., Aubry 1991; Gratier 1977a; 1977b; Masson 1981; Primault 2003a; Surmely et al. 1998; 2008; Valensi 1955a; 1955b) once they were recognized in Palaeolithic lithic series occurring several hundred kilometers away from their source (review in Delvigne et al. 2018).

While most research has focused on these two types of flint, many other formations containing SRO in the mid-Loire Valley region have supplied SRO material, that were sometimes extensively used prehistorically and have been recovered far from their sources (Delvigne 2016). However, much of the regional diversity of SRO - in both genetic and geological terms (see 2 below) - remains unknown and only a few publications provide details on this subject (e.g., Aubry 1991; 2015; Debrand-Passard 1982; Delvigne 2016; Gratier & Macaire 1978; Irrabaria 1992; Lablanche 1982; Lethrosne & Despriée 2014; Lorenz 1992; Mouhsine 1994; Person et al. 1994; Piboule et al. 2018; Primault 2003a; Surmely 2008; Thiry et al. 1983; Valensi 1953; 1954). There is a difference therefore in the quality and quantity of data available in the literature and in lithotheques in terms of geographical distribution and relevant geological formations.

The result is that despite the quality of the initial work, difficulties remain in making correlations between archaeological objects and geological samples and therefore an inability to determine the source of some archaeological materials occurring in lithic collections. Awareness that we must go beyond the previous work in order to continue to provide useful archaeological models, is widely shared by the archaeology community and was the basis on which the above named Collective Research Program (PCR) was established.
Figure 2. Some examples of regional primary and secondary outcrops. 1. Primary position: Le Firmament at Quincy (Cher); 2. Primary position: Les Fontaines Neuves at Chavannes (Cher); 3. Position of clay with flint: Le Fond des Bédus at Jars (Cher); 4. Position of clay with flint: La Riffauderie at Bannay (Cher); 5. Position of recent alluvials: Bellevue at Méry-es-Bois (Cher); 6. Colluvial position: La Musa at Meusnes (Loir-et-Cher); 7. Recent alluvial position: Le Clos Mailloux at Muides-sur-Loire (Loir-et-Cher); 8. Fossil alluvial position: Le Foulon at Beaulieu-sur-Loire (Loiret).
1.2. Proposed project outcomes

Initiated in spring 2016, the PCR expands the interests of many previous researchers in elucidating the land use exploitation strategies of prehistoric human groups. Three main project areas were targeted:

1) Identifying current lithotheques, verifying their contents and adding to them if necessary. In theory, by archiving materials with the same evolutionary sequence demonstrated by their surficial characteristics, lithotheques will then faithfully represent the evolutionary chain specific to each SRO type.

2) Linking the principal depositional environments with the properties acquired by SRO through their geological history. This is central to our project. To better understand the mechanisms behind SRO evolution, we must understand and decipher the different phases of the evolutionary chain for each SRO type. This is achieved by using appropriate multi-faceted analysis.

3) Spreading knowledge and information amongst those within the PCR and with the wider archaeology community. This is best achieved by making an atlas of regional SRO types, mentoring field schools and sharing knowledge and data through free-access online GIS.

Our project is in harmony with other national research programs examining the mineral resource exploitation habits and territoriality of prehistoric human groups. Today, these topics are among the main issues occupying researchers studying Palaeolithic and Neolithic societies. In this context, the precise characterization of fixed resources, particularly the SRO which form the major part of most prehistoric assemblages, is of special interest because it allows traversed landscapes to be delimited and when coupled with the observable lithic technologies provides insight into the forms in which artefacts were transported. Such insights contribute to an interpretation of social structures, the mobility of human groups and possible interactions between separate cultural entities.

2. Materials and methods

A petro-archaeological lithic analysis cannot be satisfied merely by determining the stratigraphic origin or genetic type of a SRO, but rather must identify the formation from which it was collected by prehistoric humans; a formation which may be far distant from the primary deposit. If the classical method (e.g., Affolter 2002; Caux 2015; Mauger 1985; Masson 1981; Sanchez de la Torre et al. 2017a; Seronie-Vivien & Seronie-Vivien 1987; Tomasso 2014) of identifying the genetic type of the SRO is unavoidable and necessary, the methodology must be extended to determine the gitological type. A powerful analytical tool useful in this instance is the study of the various alterations to which the SRO has been subjected.

Alterations may include induced silica dissolutions, transformation and precipitation because of silica solubility and a movement or flow of water around the SRO along with the possibility of water seeping through its core (Thiry et al. 2014). Alterations may be expressed at macroscopic, mesoscopic, microscopic and ultramicroscopic scales and generally an alteration develops a gradient from the outer surface inwards and away from the SRO’s cortex. Analysis of surficial alterations recorded in siliceous rocks and artefacts is not new, having been studied by many archaeologists to determine the significance of patinas, glosses, changes related to displacement, variations of temperature and for several mineralogical transformations (Aubry 1975; Besançon 1982; Burroni et al. 2002; Cackler et al. 2000; Caspar et al. 2003; Coutard & Ouzouf 2008; Curwen 1940; Glauberman & Thorson 2012; Graetsch and Grünberg 2012; Hardaker 2012; Hewit 1915; Howard 2002; Hue 1929; Hurst and Kelly 1961; Journaux & Coutard 1974; Levi-Sala 1986; Rottländer 1975; Stapert 1976;
Thiry 1981; Vilas Boas 1975). These initial studies were the basis for the development of the concept of an evolutionary chain for SRO (Fernandes 2012; Fernandes et Raynal 2006; Fernandes et al. 2007, and forthcoming; Thiry et al. 2014). This concept is based on the concept that SRO are metastable in surficial environments and undergo transformations to their mineral structure and composition. These alterations occur each time the environment of the SRO changes during its geological and its archaeological history.

SRO can have a complex history before their collection by humans and they bear the scars of the different environments through which they passed. Flint sources can be separated into eight basic categories:

- primary sources;
- sub-primary sources;
- alteritic sources;
- colluviums;
- alluviums of an active or fossil river course;
- barrier beaches;
- moraines.

These eight basic categories can be modulated and combined in as many ways as necessary.

The same SRO may be found at different evolutionary stages in different deposits while different types of SRO may be found in the same depositional environment; for example, see Figure 3 where we find the geological types F4d, F3d and F2d, an example of multiple secondary deposits. These types of deposits were extensively exploited in the Palaeolithic and are thus of considerable importance to archaeologists (e.g., Delvigne et al. 2014; Fernandes et al. 2006; Turq 2005). Identifying the specific criteria resulting from SRO immersion in these formations and clearly identifying the lithological diversity of these deposits is therefore of paramount importance in establishing a petro-archaeological perspective on objects derived therein.

By collecting the same type of SRO from the various sources in which it is found, that is from its primary position, from flinty clay, from colluviums and from alluviums, it is possible to identify its alterological profile gained from each environment through which it passed. Then it is possible to describe its evolutionary chain, link by link. Identifying the chronology of the stigmata carried by the surface of the samples and qualifying the mineralogical and micro-faciological changes received in the various deposits thus makes it possible to document the evolutionary chain of each type of SRO.
Figure 3. Theoretical view of the natural journey of a SRO. On top: block diagram; at the bottom: planimetric projection, different genetic types of SRO can found in the same secondary outcrops. Colors correspond to those of the international stratigraphic code: blue for Jurassic formations, green for Cretaceous formations, brown for alteritic formations and red, orange or yellow for Cenozoic formations.
3. Results

3.1. New sampling protocol and survey form

The first task of the PCR was to make an inventory of existing lithotheques since these reference collections, assembled by different researchers, are often under-exploited, unevenly constituted and rarely provide a list of the samples they contain. This initial step revealed a great heterogeneity of data, both in terms of quality and quantity. For example, of the 667 sampling points in the mid-Loire Valley, 426 are sources of Turonian flints. Sometimes a single locality was sampled several times by different researchers, none of whom had consulted previous documentation on the locality. Regarding the geographical coverage, we found that half of the sampling points were localized in two departments, Indre and Indre-et-Loire, whereas in the lithotheques, no samples had been collected from the Eure-et-Loir department. To remediate this research bias, we developed a prospecting form, comprising 52 fields divided into eight categories, available in different electronic formats: .xls, .csv and .dbf, which can be used easily in the field regardless of whether internet connections are available or not. This form makes it possible to provide information compatible with existing Lithotheque data and easily integrates new survey data.

Content of the categories on the form:

I. Administrative Information:
1. key number (unique number given by the administrator);
2. author(s) creating the form (first name and last name);
3. author(s) modifying the form (first name and last name);
4. person(s) sampling (first name and last name);
5. sampling date;
6. date of creation of the form;
7. modification date;
8. source of the data (survey or inventory of existing lithotheque);
9. name of the program under which collection has operated.

II. Administrative Information on the Lithotheque:
10. full name of the lithotheque;
11. address of the lithotheque (number, street, town, postal code, country);
12. location in the storage place (free, depending on the lithotheque storage system);
13. inventory number in the lithotheque (according to local numbering system).

III. Information on the Location of the Raw Material Source:
14. source locality (name of the locality);
15. nearest town to the source (town name);
16. source department (department name);
17. source country (country name);
18. precise ‘X’ coordinate of the source according to GPS or map (latitude in decimal degrees);
19. precise Y coordinate of the source according to GPS or map (longitude in decimal degrees);
20. precise altitude of the source (in meters);
21. X coordinate of the centroid of the town of the source (latitude in decimal degrees, if the precise X coordinate of the source is not known);
22. Y coordinate of the centroid of the town of the source (longitude in decimal degrees if the precise coordinate of the source is not known).

IV. Geological Information on the Deposit:
23. number and name of the geological map;
24. geological era to which the deposit belongs;
25. geological series to which the deposit belongs;
26. geological stage to which the deposit belongs;
27. geological formation to which the deposit belongs;
28. comments on the method of determining the age of the deposit (free text);
29. lithology of the host rock (host rock name).

V. Deposit Type:
30. type of deposit (primary or secondary, if secondary specified which type);
31. form of outcrop (e.g., cliff, artificial cutting, mine, field, scree, and others);
32. position from which sample was collected (e.g., outcrop, scree, in the cliff, and others);
33. "endangered" character of the deposit (yes, no, indeterminate);
34. "exhausted" character of the deposit (yes, no, indeterminate);
35. presence of an associated archaeological site (yes, no, indeterminate).

VI. Sample Information:
36. nature of the sample (e.g., SRO, sandstone, silicified limestone, jasper, and others);
37. sample shape of the (e.g., pebble, blocks, nodules, and others);
38. dimensional variability of the blocks (homo-metric or heterometric);
39. average dimensions of the blocks in centimetres;
40. minimum and maximum dimension of the blocks in centimetres;
41. descriptions of observable features (degree of knapping, presence of fractures, frost pitting, and others).

VII. Sampling Information:
42. number of blocks collected (numerical value);
43. type of collection (systematic or selective);
44. presence or absence of documented polarity on the sample (yes, no).

VIII. Information on Associated Elements:
45. existence of a descriptive form (yes, no);
46. number of the existing descriptive form;
47. hypertext link to the descriptive form (filled in by the administrator);
48. existence of a photograph of the source (yes, no);
49. link to the photograph of the source with its legend (filled in by the administrator);
50. existence of a photograph of the sample (yes, no);
51. link to the photograph of the sample with legend (filled in by the administrator);
52. sample type (blocks, flakes, thin sections, and others).

3.2. Raw material analyses

As an example, we conducted work on the Upper Turonian of the southern Paris Basin, sampling 100 different locations in primary, alteritic and alluvial positions (the latter both recent and fossil). The sampling program enabled us to assemble a reliable representation of the variability of the flints from the Upper Turonian of Touraine, usually called “silex du Grand-Pressigny.” The samples display different microfacies and reflect different formational environments throughout the study area (about 2500 km²). While they do contain many similar elements, such as pelloids, detrital quartz or benthic foraminifera of the Quinqueloculina genus, each individual type also contains specific elements making it possible to identify it in different secondary deposits (Delvigne et al. 2017; 2018). For example, the occurrence of Incertae sedis is typical of type D0018.3, whereas the large bryozoans have a classic occurrence in type D0018.4. Therefore, with a precise description of all the component elements making up the flint of the various genetic types of the Upper Turonian of Touraine, we can identify the different varieties in their secondary positions, and
particularly in the multiple secondary deposits in which they are found, highlighting the gigtological variability of the type.

To achieve this outcome, we developed a database using Microsoft Access containing more than 120 fields distributed across two forms (Fernandes et al. in preparation). The first form records information on the petrographic characteristics of SRO, that is, those characters derived from its genesis: e.g., rock structure, petro-fabric, abundance, sorting, roundness, sphericity, size and nature of each class of allochem, nature of the dominant orthochem; these provide the genetic type definition. The second form records the alterological data resulting from the pre-depositional alterations whose main characters are the colour inherited or acquired, ratio of the orthochems and of the allochems, description of the neocortex and of the sub-cortical band, color and intensity of the pre-depositional patina and the intensity of the pre-depositional gloss, the combination of which define the gigtological type. This database, developed for the geological sample, is applied to the archaeological material through information recorded on two supplementary forms, the ‘taphonomy’ form containing information on the changes related to the post-depositional life of the SRO and a second sheet containing information about the use of the object which we call the ‘traceology’ form.

Following this analysis, an ID card is prepared for the different gigtological types on which all the elements described in the Microsoft Access database are reproduced as text information augmented with photographs at various scales, usually macroscopic, mesoscopic and when possible microscopic and ultramicroscopic. We hope to develop a geochemical component to add to these ID cards. Once compiled, the ID card set will form an atlas of regional flint types.

3.3. Integrated data in a GIS

The goal of this approach is to gather and integrate data from the various disciplines concerned with the study of SRO into one database that includes the discriminating indicators for each type of material. The database that tabulates our research is linked to a geographical information system (GIS) that can be interrogated at ArcGIS Online.

Not only does the GIS display a layer showing the points that correspond to sampling locations, it also has a layer of polygons corresponding to the extent of the relevant geological formation defined by the geological maps. The sampling point link provides the basic information for the attribute table of the various formations and allows their extent to be verified (Fernandes et al. 2013; 2016). With rare exceptions, to have real value, a type definition requires the consideration of all the observations made on material from the same formation and not just information from one location taken alone.

Following a method tested in the Nouvelle-Aquitaine region, the formations are digitized with GIS software (such as QGIS or ArcGIS), using a WMS flow (Infoterre from the BRGM, including the geological maps scanned at 1:50000). Formations are displayed at a scale of 1:10000 and digitized with the same protocol for the regions already studied (Tallec 2015; Tuffery et al. 2017; in press). Since the attribute table of the SRO formations is the same for everyone using it, all project team members can use the same method for describing and comparing the attribute data. The shape files created are centralized by a nominated researcher and downloaded to the ArcGIS server where they can be searched by any member of the lithotheques review projects (PCR).

The strength of this GIS lies in the combination of the different layers of referenced data: 1) the SRO formations as described above, 2) integrated data about the deposits through the forms described above and, 3) ID cards for each gigtological type, produced from the integrated data that includes the concept of the evolutionary chain of SRO (above).
This GIS, already produced for the regions of southern mid-Loire, Nouvelle Aquitaine (between Dordogne and Lot) and Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes, not only allows a large amount of data to be processed like ascertaining relationships between geological entities, lithological potential of certain localities and hydrographic networks, but also allows online sharing with other interested researchers (Figure 4).

4. Discussion and conclusions

4.1. Discussion

The development of an integrated methodology that considers the concept of an evolutionary chain for SRO is an analytical asset of primary importance. Such a methodology makes it possible to contextualize, verify and understand precisely the different textural, mineral and micro-facies transformations undergone by SRO during their travels from outcrop to archaeological site. The lithotheque thus becomes a powerful and dynamic archaeologist’s resource based on systematic analytical techniques rather than being the result of a random collection of lithic materials.

Our analytical methodology has been developed for application in the field and in the laboratory at macroscopic, mesoscopic, microscopic and ultramicroscopic levels. We also want to incorporate into this project aspects of geochemistry and the physical composition of SRO. This addition will contribute to the procedures used for identifying the chemical evolution of SRO similar to what some of us developed for the so-called Campanian Bergerac flint of Nouvelle Aquitaine and the Obourg flint from Hainault (Fernandes et al. in press). This will also enable us to enhance the chemical aspect of the ID card for the various geological types in the same way that Sanchez de la Torre (2015) and Ortega et al. (2017) have done for SRO resources in Catalonia. Although the importance of geochemistry in the study of materials is widely proven it must take place following the precise determination of the naturalist characteristics (Sanchez de la Torre et al. 2017a; 2017b), since routine geochemical analysis is not suitable for SRO because of their open and metastable nature (Delvigne et al. 2017; Fernandes 2012, Thiry et al. 2014).

The many integrated data sources, displayed in the GIS as different layers, allows for integrated operability of the method and researchers can progress at different speeds simultaneously, without slowing down the overall development of the project. It is thus possible to carry out work in parallel, like drawing formations that correspond to a shape file polygon, carrying out fieldwork and verifying the extent of the formations by completing the field file (in the GIS as a point layer), and carrying out SRO type diagnoses to initialize the ID card (found in the GIS as a .pdf file associated with the two previous layers by a hypertext link).

Knowledge pooling increases in importance in prehistoric archaeology as more studies appear that are based on recognizing lithic raw material sources from which are drawn models of prehistoric territories or palaeo-demographies. However, if the basic data is biased or partial, due to extra-local materials not being recognized (the well-known "indeterminate flints" category), a situation arises where the diminished litho-space fails to represent the true extent of the exploited territory. Understanding the lithological diversity of a particular area also reflects on the acquisition of raw materials because it seems that only by knowing the quantity, diversity and the mode of introduction of raw materials arriving into an archaeological site from coherent geotopes, can one draw conclusions about occupational frequency. Hence the importance of:

1) a methodology used to characterize the various raw materials; and
2) knowledge of the diversity of SRO types outcropping in as large an area as possible.
Figure 4. Excerpt from the GIS. Attribute data of the secondary deposit of La Riffauderie at Banay (Cher) and the descriptive card of type D0033 found in this place.
In the mid-Loire Valley region, the online data accessibility of the PCR enriches the archaeo-material knowledge pool, both fundamentally through descriptions of the SRO evolutionary chain mechanisms and practically by providing ID cards for different types of flint.

The project also contains a heritage dimension that has potential to preserve raw material source localities. We observed when making our inventory of lithotheques, that sampling took place on multiple occasions at the same locality; our project eliminates such destruction and is of special importance when deposits exploited by prehistoric humans outcrop over small surface areas of perhaps a few tens of meters square like the Portlandian marine flints at “La Loumas” (Orville, Indre) or the Eocene silcretes at Les “Fontaines neuves” (Chavannes, Cher) whose existence is threatened. Even larger formations may be under threat as demonstrated by the diminished size of the flint blocks of the Upper Turonian of Touraine (the “Grand-Pressigny”) found today that are much smaller than those identified by the prehistorians of the early to mid-twentieth century. This situation is partly due to intense modern exploitation by professionals and amateurs from all over Europe who collect this flint as raw material for experimental knapping and to enrich institutional and private lithotheques.

4.2. Conclusions

The purpose of this paper was to present a review of the “Réseau de lithothèques en région Centre-Val de Loire” project and to describe the methodological foundations of our multi-faceted approach. Briefly, the identification of collected locations must include the evolutionary chain of SRO concept, a source inventory that is as complete as possible, a description of discriminating characteristics according to the types of superficial formations and an online GIS grouping of all these data incorporated into a single database.

We have attempted to demonstrate the importance of inter-relationships between, and homogenization of, protocols and methodologies in data acquisition and sharing. The degree of collaboration achieved by the PCR in sharing knowledge is made simple today thanks to computer tools that allow work to proceed simultaneously and at different rhythms in scattered locations. These technological advances contribute to the value of the PCR as an experimental laboratory.

The “Réseau de lithothèques en région Centre-Val de Loire” project is closely associated with similar programs already operating in France, especially those in Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes and Nouvelle Aquitaine. The ultimate objective is to build a national and international community around a common project - i.e., the research group (GDR) Silex -, bringing participants together regularly to share knowledge and understanding that goes beyond individual initiatives.
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